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Abstract
Two of the major features of long distance signals are where they travel and how fast this occurs. The
spatial analysis of long distance signals is often necessary prior to temporal analysis. Spatiotemporal
analysis lays the foundations for discovering signal propagation mechanisms. This protocol concerns
spatial aspects of long distance signalling in _Arabidopsis_ rosettes and uses wounding as the example.
However, the principle is applicable to other plants and to other stimuli \(pathogenesis, localised high
light stress or localised temperature changes etc.). The key to spatial analysis of long distance signalling
rests on using uniform populations of plants and giving every relevant organ \(e.g. leaf) its own identity
prior to analysis. Doing this greatly enhances the reproducibility of experiments and allows researchers to
examine questions such: Are source-sink pathways used to conduct long distance signals? or, Are long
distance signals bidirectional, travelling from young to old leaves and _vice versa_ ? By carefully
numbering each leaf it is possible to investigate signalling within and outside domains formed by
interleaf vascular connections. Leaf-to-leaf vascular connections \(parastichies) in Arabidopsis rosettes
have been delineated 1.

Introduction
Wounding initiates long distance signalling in plants to stimulate distal defence responses. How far
wound signals travel depends on the age of the plant and the type and severity of the wound. There is no
substitute for wounding with an herbivore and, ideally, living herbivores are incorporated in the
experimental approach. Useful information on insect bioassays, as well as on mechanical wounding is
found in literature 2. For simplicity and reproducibility, 'abiotic' wounding is routinely used in research on
long distance signalling. This reduces the complexity of experiments, and eliminates effects caused by
oral secretions from herbivores 3. We brie�y describe two main methods: crush wounding and petiole
cutting. Here we use the activity of the jasmonate pathway 4, 5, 6 to monitor responses to wounding
throughout rosettes.

Procedure
**Importance of optimal growth conditions** The growth conditions required for penetrant studies of
organ-to-organ signalling are more stringent than those often used in other types of experiments. Plant
vigour is essential. If plants are poorly watered, poorly fertilised, or grown under uncontrolled conditions,
then signalling to distal tissues is impaired. Also, if plants have been even slightly damaged by insects,
mites or nematodes the basal levels of defence gene expression will be altered, complicating the
interpretation of experiments. Plants are soil-grown, one plant per 6 - 7 cm diameter pot, in short days for
5-6 weeks. If incandescent lighting is used care is taken that lamps are changed frequently so that
spectral quality is good. The light conditions are 120 μE m -2 s -1 photosynthetically active radiation \
(PAR) for 10 h at 22°C and 70% humidity and 14 h dark at 18°C and 70 % humidity. Plants are watered
gently and the room is kept strictly pest-free. Under these conditions the plastochron \(number of leaves
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produced per day) is approximately 0.7. Under these growth conditions the transition from producing
juvenile leaves to producing adult leaves usually occurs when plants have 7 leaves \(although this can
also occur in leaf 6 or in leaves 8). Plants are not handled prior to experiments and, at 5 weeks, should
look like the specimen in Figure 1. Note that petioles are quite long due to the fact that the light intensity
used is relatively low. The rosette does not have the tight, bunched appearance of a plant that has been
grown in high light or stressed by herbivore damage. There are no necrotic �ecks on the leaves and the
plant has not started to produce a �ower stem. **Leaf numbering** Cotyledons, which remain throughout
most of the adult phase are ignored. The �rst leaf to be produced, leaf 1, is the oldest on the mature
rosette. Counting begins with the oldest leaves which are small and spatulate. Leaves in the juvenile
phase are narrower and have more trichomes whereas adult leaves have an intermediate shape, but they
have more abaxial trichomes. These characteristics facilitate leaf numbering. First, by looking at the
rosette from above, the spirality of the plant is determined. Half of all plants produce leaves in a
clockwise spiral, the other half produce leaves in an anticlockwise spiral. This is illustrated for the plant in
Figure 1. In this case the spiral is clockwise. Counting begins with leaf 1 and proceeds towards the
youngest leaves at the centre of the rosette. We have chosen to base most experiments on leaf 8 of 5-
week old plants mostly working with signalling to younger leaves. That is, the work is focussed on the
adult growth phase. However, similar experiments can be conducted in juvenile phase where, again, it is
important to identify the direction of the growth spiral. See �gure in Figures section. Figure 1: Rosette of a
5 week old _Arabidopsis thaliana_ \(Columbia) plant. The leaf spiral is indicated with a black arrow and
the leaves are numbered. A wound to leaf 8 is indicated by 'W'. Yellow arrows indicate leaves that
reproducibly receive long distance electrical signals \(detected, for example, with surface electrodes or by
mapping sites of jasmonic acid accumulation) when 40% of leaf 8 is wounded. Jasmonate synthesis
and signalling occurs in these same leaves. Leaf 6 is a variable leaf, that is, when 40% of leaf 8 is
wounded, the response of leaf 6 response is less reproducible that is the response of leaves 5, 11, 13 and
16. Increasing the area of leaf 8 that is wounded increases signalling to leaf 6. The response domain
shown is approximately 137° but this may differ depending on both the nature of the wound and its
intensity. **Wounding** For the methods described, crush wounding and petiole cutting, it is essential to
consider controls. If plants have to be moved or pots tilted for wounding then controls must be as closely
matched as possible. _Crush wounding:_ Non-locking forceps are chosen or adapted so that the blades
close to a �at surface rather than concentrating the crushing in one spot. The ridged crushing surface of
the forceps is typically 4 mm wide and about 1 cm long. Inter-edge spacing is 1 mm and the depth of
ridges is approximately 0.6 mm. For routine work we use metal forceps, but for work in a Faraday cage
the forceps need to be plastic. These are home-made by glueing the �attened edges of pieces cut from
the plastic lids of commercial soft drink bottles onto plastic hospital forceps. Wounding is from the leaf
apex towards the leaf base with the forceps held so that the ridges are parallel to the long axis of the leaf
\(Figure 2). Usually about 4 movements are required to in�ict a wound over 40% of the lamina surface of
leaf 8 of a 5-week plant. Researchers should practice so that the entire wounding procedure takes less
than 10 s. The amount of leaf surface to be wounded depends on several factors including leaf age and
plant health. See �gure in Figures section. Figure 2: Mechanically wounded _Arabidopsis_ leaf. 40% of a
leaf apex was wounded with plastic forceps. The ridges of forceps are parallel to midrib. For subsequent
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analyses either the entire leaf is analysed \(in parallel with the analysis of other distal leaves) or the
wounded area is analysed separately from the neighbouring intact area on the wounded leaf. _Petiole
cutting:_ Sharp metal scissors are used to excise leaves \(or ceramic scissors if working in a Faraday
cage). Petioles are cut rapidly in one movement. In our hands petiole excision leads to wound signalling
that differs to that of crush wounding which more strongly activates the jasmonate pathway in distal
leaves. One should not necessarily expect the same pattern of distal leaves to respond to a crush wound
or to petiole excision. **Leaf response patterns and wounding** Only certain distal leaves in the adult-
phase rosette respond strongly to stimulation/wounding of a single leaf. The pattern of leaves that
respond to crush wounding leaf 8 was established for 5 week-old plants 7. These are indicated in Figure
1. Underlying the patterns we have observed are vascular connections. While all distal leaves we have
examined in the adult-phase rosette appear to respond to wounding by producing hyperpolarisations
detected with surface electrodes 7 the strong depolarisation response that leads to jasmonate signalling
when 40-50% of leaf 8 is wounded occurs in best in leaves 11, 13, 16 as well as in leaf 5 \(Figure 1). A
similar pattern is observed if jasmonate accumulation is measured or if the inducible expression of the
_JAZ10_ gene is quantitated 7, 8, 9. Assuming that plants are healthy there are other factors that determine
the e�ciency of wound signal transmission to distal leaves. These are tightly interrelated. Firstly, the area
crushed is important. Under good conditions, wounding approximately 40% of the leaf are \(as indicated
in Figure 1) will send strong signals to connected leaves. However, the ability to wound well depends on
individual researchers and on the vigour of plants. In healthy plants the levels of _JAZ10_ transcripts
induced by wounding 40% of leaf 8 should be similar 1h after wounding in both leaf 8 and leaf 13. If
levels of _JAZ10_ transcripts in leaf 13 are less than 60% those in leaf 8, we extend the area of leaf 8
wounded to 50% for the next set of experiments. We have not attempted to wound leaf surface areas
greater than 50%, but we assume this might extend the response sector i.e. the number of distal leaves
that respond when a single leaf is wounded. The above text concerns jasmonate-response genes.
Expression patterns will have to be established for other wound-inducible genes-these expression
patterns might differ between genes. **qRT-PCR programme for mRNA _JAZ10_ levels** The _JAZ10_
gene \(At5g13220) is used as a marker for activity of the jasmonate pathway in the wounded leaf and in
distal leaves. qRT-PCR is performed with the forward primer 5’-ATCCCGATTTCTCCGGTCCA and reverse
primer 5’-ACTTTCTCCTTGCGATGGGAAGA. Total and puri�ed 10 RNA from 5 week-old plants \(1 µg) is
retro-transcribed to cDNA with the M-MLV reverse transcriptase H\(-) \(Pomega, Madison, WI, USA)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Five microliters of 20X diluted cDNA is used for the qPCR
reaction which contains 0.2 mM deoxynucleotide triphosphates, 2.5 Mm MgCl2, 0.5X SYBR Green I \
(Invitrogen, Paisley, UK), 30 nM 6-carboxy-X-rhodamine, 0.5 units of GoTaq polymerase \(Promega), and
0.25 µM of each primer in a total volume of 20 µl. The PCR programme consists of a denaturation step at
95°C for 2 min followed by 40 cycles of 10s at 95°C, 30s at 60°C, and 30s at 72°C, using an Mx3000P
real-time PCR system \(Stratagene). Data are standardized to the _UBC21_ ubiquitin conjugase gene \
(At5g25760) that is ampli�ed similarly using the forward primer 5’-
CAGTCTGTGTGTAGAGCTATCATAGCAT and reverse primer 5’-AGAAGATTCCCTGAGTCGCAGTT.
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Timing
Typically, it takes at least a few seconds to apply a stimulus to one leaf that will lead to a response in the
wounded leaf itself and in a distal leaf. For all experiments the researcher should decide whether to start
the timer at the onset of the stimulus \(e.g. wounding) or at its completion. When published, this should
be stated in the Material and Methods. We start the clock when wounding is completed. In hands, the
in�iction of wounds as shown in Figure 2 takes less than 10 s.

Troubleshooting
_A wound response gene is expressed in the wounded leaf but not in a distal leaf_ Many wound-inducible
genes are only induced locally, some only within the wound \(e.g. _RNS1_, At2g02990). First, using the
literature, check if the gene in question is likely to be inducible in distal tissues. If the gene still does to
respond in leaf 13 when 40% of leaf 8 is wounded \(but the gene is induced in leaf 8) then extend the
area wounded to 50%. Use _JAZ10_ as a control gene to verify that plants are healthy. If _JAZ10_ does
not respond in leaf 13 after wounding 50% of leaf 8 then there is most likely to be a problem with plants
or growth conditions. See 'Growth conditions' above. _Basal levels of JAZ10 are high throughout the
plant_ This is most likely caused either by rough handling of plants prior to or during experiments or by
growth room pests. A less likely possibility is soil mineral \(in particular potassium) depletion.

Anticipated Results
Although we have only investigated a small range of wounding conditions the wounding technique
shown in Figure 2 will not cause an equal activation of jasmonate signalling in all leaves. For example,
leaf 8 is wounded, leaf 9 does not respond strongly but leaf 13 does. This quantitative difference can
serve as an internal control. Note that wound signalling to distal leaves is likely to involve multiple
mechanisms and that, when severely wounding one leaf, there is a slight upregulation of jasmonate
response genes in most if not all other leaves. The mechanism underlying this is not known.
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Figures

Figure 1

Rosette of a 5 week old _Arabidopsis thaliana_ (Columbia) plant. The leaf spiral is indicated with a black
arrow and the leaves are numbered. A wound to leaf 8 is indicated by 'W'. Yellow arrows indicate leaves
that reproducibly receive long distance electrical signals (detected, for example, with surface electrodes or
by mapping sites of jasmonic acid accumulation) when 40% of leaf 8 is wounded. Jasmonate synthesis
and signalling occurs in these same leaves. Leaf 6 is a variable leaf, that is, when 40% of leaf 8 is
wounded, the response of leaf 6 response is less reproducible that is the response of leaves 5, 11, 13 and
16. Increasing the area of leaf 8 that is wounded increases signalling to leaf 6. The response domain
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shown is approximately 137° but this may differ depending on both the nature of the wound and its
intensity.

Figure 2

Mechanically wounded _Arabidopsis_ leaf. 40% of a leaf apex was wounded with plastic forceps. The
ridges of forceps are parallel to midrib. For subsequent analyses either the entire leaf is analysed (in
parallel with the analysis of other distal leaves) or the wounded area is analysed separately from the
neighbouring intact area on the wounded leaf.


